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Long term planning map - 1st year [2016 - 2017] - Reception & Year 1 mix 

Topics - All about me/ where I live; animals and pets; all around the world; the Royals; in the garden; seaside [Grace Darling]. 

 Science  Computing History Geography RE D&T 

Y1 Identify & name 

everyday materials/ 

Physical properties of 

materials/ Comparing & 

grouping materials/ 

Changes in materials.   

We are collectors/ 

Online Safety. 

Significant historical 

events/ people/ places in 

Seaton Delaval. 

Four countries of the UK/ 

locate ourselves on a map 

using maps/ globe. 

The current season. 

Property types/ use ariel 

photos to locate landmarks 

& features.  

Christianity - Jesus Design a home/ build a 

structure/ Science link = 

best material to build a 

structure/ make it 

stronger/ stiffer/ more 

stable/ use materials to 

make it stronger. 

Animals and humans - 

identify/ name, 

conditions for living, 

basic needs. 

Creating digital cards.  Key human features, 

physical features, location 

of cold countries and 

animals that live there. 

Festivals and 

celebrations. 

Christmas cards, 

calendars and Clay 

Decorations.  

 Seasonal changes, 

weather, living things & 

their habitats which 

they are suited to. 

We are TV chefs. 

 

Chinese New Year - 

events beyond living 

memory & are 

significant. 

Name & locate seven 

continents, use 

geographical vocab, 

compare landmarks, use 

simple compass directions. 

Judiasm. Cooking [Chinese food], 

select and use a range of 

tools. 

Design and make 

lanterns. 

Animals [incl humans] 

have offspring that grow 

into adults, basic needs 

of animals for survival, 

importance of exercise/ 

diet/ hygiene, 

chromatography [Science 

week]. 

We are painters. Lives of significant 

people from the past of 

national/ international 

achievements; Victorian 

schools/ times/ games; 

who was Queen Victoria; 

compare Victorian lives 

to today. 

 Christianity - Easter. Prepare healthy dishes, 

know where food comes 

from. 

 Identify/ name parts of 

& name plants; plants 

need…to grow. 

We are story tellers.  Identify seasonal/ daily 

weather patterns, use 

geographical vocab to 

refer to weather/ seasons. 

Christianity - God and 

Jesus. 

 

Floating & sinking; 

materials; consolidate 

living things. 

Sending emails/ internet 

safety. 

Life of Grace Darling; 

significant others; ways 

of life in different 

Key physical features. Christianity - God and 

Jesus - Unit 1 & 2. 

Cross curricular - making 

boats & make a working 

lighthouse. 
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periods; seaside holidays 

past & present. 

Y2 Identify & name 

everyday materials/ 

Physical properties of 

materials/ Comparing & 

group materials/ Changes 

in materials.   

We are sharing. 

Collage all about 

ourselves. 

Significant historical 

events/ people/ places in 

Seaton Delaval. 

Four countries of the UK/ 

locate ourselves on a map 

using maps/ globe. 

The current season. 

Property types/ use ariel 

photos to locate landmarks 

& features. 

Judaism - Stories Design a home/ build a 

structure/ Science link = 

best material to build a 

structure/ make it 

stronger/ stiffer/ more 

stable/ use materials to 

make it stronger. 

Animals and humans - 

identify/ name, 

conditions for living, 

basic needs. 

Collecting data.  Key human features, 

physical features, location 

of cold countries and 

animals that live there. 

Divali, Christianity - 

Festivals and 

celebrations. 

Christmas cards, 

calendars and Clay 

Decorations. 

 Seasonal changes, 

weather, living things & 

their habitats which 

they are suited to. 

We are researchers. 

 

Chinese New Year - 

events beyond living 

memory & are 

significant. 

me & locate seven 

continents, use 

geographical vocab, 

compare landmarks, use 

simple compass directions. 

Shabbat & Hanukah. Cooking [Chinese food], 

select and use a range of 

tools. 

Design and make split pin 

dragons. 

Animals [incl humans] 

have offspring that grow 

into adults, basic needs 

of animals for survival, 

importance of exercise/ 

diet/ hygiene, 

chromatography [Science 

week]. 

We are cooking. Lives of significant 

people from the past of 

national/ international 

achievements; Victorian 

schools/ times/ games; 

who was Queen Victoria; 

compare Victorian lives 

to today. 

 Christianity - Easter. Prepare healthy dishes, 

know where food comes 

from. 

 Identify/ name parts of 

& name plants; plants 

need…to grow. 

We are photographers.  Identify seasonal/ daily 

weather patterns, use 

geographical vocab to 

refer to weather/ seasons. 

Christianity - Lifestyles.  

Floating & sinking; 

materials; consolidate 

living things. 

Emailing - learning about 

and safety of. 

Life of Grace Darling; 

significant others; ways 

of life in different 

periods; seaside holidays 

Key physical features. Christianity - 

Communities and 

Lifestyles - Unit 3 & 4. 

Cross curricular - making 

boats & make a working 

lighthouse. 
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past & present. 

Y3 Animals including 

Humans. 

Presentations - moving, 

text, images, sounds, etc. 

Egypt - understanding 

the past, using sources 

of evidence, piece 

together information, 

research. 

Current events/ locating 

the places/ comparing 

localities/ locational 

knowledge/ European 

Capital Cities. 

Judaism.  

Light, reflection, 

absence of light, 

shadows, patterns and 

size. 

Algorithms and 

Programs. 

  Christianity and 

Christmas. 

Electrical and mechanical 

components. 

 Rocks and soil, including 

differences & fossil 

formation. 

Using the internet - to 

find info, research, save, 

copy & paste, deciding 

what text to save. 

 Physical Geography - use 

maps/ atlases; describe 

volcanoes/ earthquakes & 

name famous ones; explain 

physical features; record 

features using map 

symbols. 

Hindu lifestyles. Mouldable materials - 

construct a volcano, use 

a range of techniques to 

shape & mould, use 

finishing techniques. 

Forces & magnets. Databases. Composers - timelines, 

historical events, periods 

in time, etc. 

 Judaism - Festival of 

Purim; The story of 

Creation. 

 

 Animals including humans. Communicating & 

Presenting. 

Explores [Christopher 

Columbus, Neil 

Armstrong] + The 

Vikings. 

 Islam: Eid-al-Fitr.  

Animals including humans. E-safety.  Human geography [link to 

Greece]. 

Islam.  

Y4 Animals including 

Humans. 

Presentations - moving, 

text, images, sounds, etc. 

 Current events/ locating 

the places/ comparing 

localities/ locational 

knowledge/ European 

Capital Cities. Discuss the 

referendum. 

Hindu Stories.  

Electricity, light, 

circuits, switches, 

Algorithms and 

Programs. 

Egypt - understanding 

the past, using sources 

 Christianity and 

Christmas. 

Electrical and mechanical 

components. 
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conductors, insulators. of evidence, piece 

together information, 

research. 

 States of matter - 

solids/ liquids/ gases; 

changes through heat 

and cold; research and 

measuring; evaporation. 

Using the internet - to 

find info, research, save, 

copy & paste, deciding 

what text to save. 

 Physical Geography - use 

maps/ atlases; describe 

volcanoes/ earthquakes & 

name famous ones; explain 

physical features; record 

features using map 

symbols. 

Hindu lifestyles/ 

Stories. 

Mouldable materials - 

construct a volcano, use 

a range of techniques to 

shape & mould, use 

finishing techniques. 

Sound. Algorithms and 

Programs. 

Composers - timelines, 

historical events, periods 

in time, etc. 

 Judaism - Festival of 

Purim; The story of 

Creation. 

 

 Living things and their 

habitats. 

Communicating. Explores [Christopher 

Columbus, Neil 

Armstrong] + The 

Vikings. 

 Islam: Eid-al-Adha.  

Conducting experiments 

[revise all K/ U this 

year]. 

E-safety.  Human geography [link to 

Greece]. 

Islam.  
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 Art  Music  PE PSHE & C English Mathematics 

Y1 Lowry - Artist/ line 

drawings/ street scenes. 

Ourselves/ Our body/ 

Our school - exploring 

sounds, keeping the beat. 

Multi-skills. New beginnings. See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

 

See Maths 

Explore and use thick & 

thin paint. 

Christmas Carols, 

Christmas performance 

songs. 

Dance. Getting on & Falling Out, 

It’s cool to be kind. 

 Learning primary colours, 

making secondary 

colours, thick/ thin 

brush strokes, looking at 

colours within 

landscapes. 

Travel - explore and 

perform sounds. 

Gymnastics. Fairtrade - tea & coffee. 

Going for Goals. 

Rules are important. 

Work of famous artists, 

Van Gogh ‘Fruit Basket,’ 

create drawings using 

pastels/ crayons. 

Story time. Games - small apparatus.  Good to be me. 

Nutrition/ healthy eating. 

Are we all the same? 

 Observational drawings 

of flowers using a range 

of mediums. 

Number, steady beats & 

body percussion. 

Large ball skills & 

competitive games. 

Lucinda & Godfrey - 

Relationships. 

Collage using seaside 

materials. 

Pattern and timbre. Athletics. Changes; sun safety, 

stranger danger, road 

safety. 

Y2 Lowry - Artist/ line 

drawings/ street scenes. 

Ourselves/ Our body/ 

Our school - exploring 

sounds, keeping the beat. 

Multi-skills. New beginnings. See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

 

See Maths 

Positive & negative 

printing; tearing and 

printing; lairing & over-

lapping colours when 

printing. 

Christmas Carols, 

Christmas performance 

songs. 

Dance. Getting on & Falling Out, 

It’s cool to be kind. 

 Learning primary colours, 

making secondary 

colours, thick/ thin 

Travel - explore and 

perform sounds. 

Gymnastics. Fairtrade - tea & coffee. 

Going for Goals. 

Rules are important. 
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brush strokes, looking at 

colours within 

landscapes. 

Work of famous artists, 

Van Gogh ‘Fruit Basket,’ 

create drawings using 

pastels/ crayons. 

Our land and travel. Games - small apparatus. Good to be me. 

Nutrition/ healthy eating. 

Are we all the same? 

 3D textile/ collage work 

inspired by Monet’s 

Garden. 

Exploring pulse & rhythm 

[Feel the pulse]. 

Large ball skills & 

competitive games. 

Lucinda & Godfrey - 

Relationships, and Hygiene 

Collage using seaside 

materials. 

Exploring sounds and 

beats. 

Athletics. Changes and citizenship. 

Y3 Drawing/ sketching/ 

knowledge of different 

artists/ cultures/ 

periods of time.  

Playing with patterns. 

Improvising/ rhythms. 

Compose a piece of music 

for a ‘Newsflash.’ 

Dance. New beginnings. See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

 

See Maths 

 Christmas Production & 

Creating Patterns. 

Gymnastics. Getting on & Falling Out, 

Remembrance Sunday. 

  Poetry and performance. Team Games. Going for Goals. 

Setting targets to 

achieve/ taking 

responsibility of own 

learning/ evaluating 

behaviour & progress. 

Explore work from other 

cultures; understand 

viewpoints of others; 

express likes/ dislikes; 

produce montage of self. 

Pitch, French songs. Dance. Good to be me. 

 Textiles & 3D. Composing & evaluating. 

Exploring mood and 

singing sea shanties. 

Outdoor/ Adventurous. Relationships. 

Textiles. Performing accurate 

pitch and patterns in 

Athletics. Moving on. 
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songs. 

Y4 Drawing/ sketching/ 

knowledge of different 

artists/ cultures/ 

periods of time. 

Ukulele lessons. 

Compose a piece of music 

for a ‘Newsflash.’ 

Christmas Production. 

Dance. New beginnings. See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

 

See Maths 

 Gymnastics. Getting on & Falling Out, 

Remembrance Sunday. 

  Team Games - Racquet 

Skills. 

Going for Goals. 

Setting targets to 

achieve/ taking 

responsibility of own 

learning/ evaluating 

behaviour & progress. 

Explore work from other 

cultures; understand 

viewpoints of others; 

express likes/ dislikes; 

produce montage of self. 

Outdoor adventures. 

+ Golf. 

Good to be me. 

 Art from different 

periods in time. 

Outdoor/ Adventurous. Relationships. 

Collage. Athletics. Moving on. 

All classes will work on a Community based project as part of PSHE & C. 
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Long term planning map - 2nd year [2017 - 2018] - Nur/ Rec mix, Y1 & 2 mix 

 Science  Computing History Geography RE D&T 

Y1 Materials & properties. We are collectors/ 

Online Safety. 

Historical events from 

the past. 

Name/ locate 4 countries 

& capitals of UK & 

surrounding seas. 

Christianity - Jesus. Talk about planned 

construction/ chose 

materials for 

construction. Explore & 

use mechanisms - Fire 

Engine with axels. 

As questions, observe, 

use simple equipment, 

identifying/ classifying, 

gathering/ recording 

data. 

We are celebrating.  Guy Fawkes - events 

beyond living memory, 

lives of significant 

individuals. 

Seasonal/ daily weather in 

UK & hot + cold countries, 

use geographical vocab, 

key features of … [beach, 

hill, coast, forest, etc.], 

human features. 

Christianity - festivals & 

celebrations. 

Create a moving picture/ 

Christmas cards/ 

calendars/ Christmas 

fund raising products. 

 Animals including 

humans, domestic + farm 

animals. 

We are TV chefs.  Name/ locate 7 continents 

+ 5 oceans; geographical 

vocab; compare landmarks; 

use compass directions. 

Judaism. Cooking + hygiene. 

Plants, seeds and living 

things. 

We are painters.  Forest/ hills/ mountains; 

devise maps using symbols. 

Christianity - Easter. Design rainforest model 

- select and use 

materials/ tools/ 

components/ techniques.  

 Animals, humans and 

senses. 

We are story tellers.  Continents, oceans, 

similarities/ differences 

between UK & non-

European country. 

Christianity - Lifestyles. Design purposeful/ 

functional/ appealing 

product [pen pot] - 

generate, develop & 

communicate ideas 

through drawings; 

explore & evaluate a 

finished product. 

Planets & solar system 

[recap: materials, 

animals, senses]. 

We are treasure 

hunters/ Online safety’ 

ROAR, safety & security. 

Significant historical 

events/ people; events 

beyond living memory 

that are significant [Neil 

Key physical features/ 

help an alien to identify 

physical features of land/ 

similarities & differences 

Christianity - Jesus. Create a moving picture. 
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Armstrong]. within UK. 

Y2 Materials & properties. We are sharing [collage]/ 

Online Safety. 

Historical events from 

the past. 

Name/ locate 4 countries 

& capitals of UK & 

surrounding seas. 

Judaism - Stories. Talk about planned 

construction/ chose 

materials for 

construction. Explore & 

use mechanisms - Fire 

Engine with axels. 

As questions, observe, 

use simple equipment, 

identifying/ classifying, 

gathering/ recording 

data. 

We are researchers. Guy Fawkes - events 

beyond living memory, 

lives of significant 

individuals. 

Seasonal/ daily weather in 

UK & hot + cold countries, 

use geographical vocab, 

key features of … [beach, 

hill, coast, forest, etc.], 

human features. 

Diwali, Christianity, 

festivals + celebrations. 

Create a moving picture/ 

Christmas cards/ 

calendars/ Christmas 

fund raising products. 

 Animals including 

humans, domestic + farm 

animals. 

We are researchers.  Name/ locate 7 continents 

+ 5 oceans; geographical 

vocab; compare landmarks; 

use compass directions. 

Shabbat & Hanukah. Cooking + hygiene. 

Plants, seeds and living 

things. 

We are photographers.  Forest/ hills/ mountains; 

devise maps using symbols. 

Christianity - Easter. Design rainforest model 

- select and use 

materials/ tools/ 

components/ techniques. 

 Animals, humans and 

senses. 

We are zoologists.  Continents, oceans, 

similarities/ differences 

between UK & non-

European country. 

Christianity - Lifestyles. Design purposeful/ 

functional/ appealing 

product [pen pot] - 

generate, develop & 

communicate ideas 

through drawings; 

explore & evaluate a 

finished product. 

Planets & solar system 

[recap: materials, 

animals, senses]. 

Emailing - learning how 

and safety/ Online 

safety’ ROAR, safety & 

security. 

Significant historical 

events/ people; events 

beyond living memory 

that are significant [Neil 

Armstrong]. 

Key physical features/ 

help an alien to identify 

physical features of land/ 

similarities & differences 

within UK. 

Christian - Communities. Create a moving picture. 
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Y3 Rocks. Databases.  Use maps/ atlases; 

describe physical features; 

8 points of the compass; 

features of a city; physical 

differences between cities 

& villages; describe 

mountains, rivers as 

features. 

Islam.  

States of matter. Presentation. Why were the Romans so 

powerful? 

 Christmas - what is 

Advent? Meaning of 

Christmas for Christians. 

 

 Animals including humans. Databases.  Human Geography - 

locality, human features, 

explain, etc. 

Islam Unit 3 - Stories. Cooking & Nutrition. 

Sound. Algorithms & Programs. Titanic - significant 

historical events. 

 Easter - Palm Sunday. Mouldable materials. 

 Plants. Using the internet.  Different views on 

environmental issues; 

suggest ways to change/ 

improve a locality. 

Judaism - stories/ 

festivals/ celebrations. 

 

Light. Communicating. Achievements of early 

civilisations - Mayans. 

Similarities between UK 

and non-European 

countries. 

Christianity - 

Communities. 

 

Y4 Animals including humans. Databases.  Use maps/ atlases; 

describe physical features; 

8 points of the compass; 

features of a city; physical 

differences between cities 

& villages; describe 

mountains, rivers as 

features. 

Buddhism.  

Light. Presentation. Why were the Romans so 

powerful? 

 Christmas - what is 

Epiphany? Meaning of 

Christmas for Christians. 
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 Living things and their 

habitats. 

Data retrieving & 

organising. 

 Cities - people, city living, 

changes, human features, 

etc. 

Hindu Unit 2: Lifestyles. Cooking & Nutrition. 

Forces & magnets. Algorithms & Programs. Titanic - significant 

historical events. 

 What happened at the 

last supper? 

Mouldable materials. 

 Living things & their 

habitats. 

Using the internet.  Different views on 

environmental issues; 

suggest ways to change/ 

improve a locality. 

Judaism - way of life.  

Electricity. Data retrieving & 

organising. 

Achievements of early 

civilisations - The Indus 

Valley. 

Human Geography. Christianity - Lifestyles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Art  Music  PE PSHE & C English Mathematics 

Y1 Lowry art/ line drawings/ 

street scenes. 

Ourselves - Our body, 

Our school. 

Agility, balance, control. New Beginnings. See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Maths 

Explore & use thick & 

thin paint. 

Seasons. Hit, catch and run - Unit 

1. 

Getting on & falling out. 

It’s Cool to be Kind. 

 Primary + secondary 

colours; thick + thin 

brushes; landscape 

colours. 

Story time. Attack, defend, shoot. Fair Trade tea & coffee; 

Going for Goals; Rules are 

important. 

Works of famous 

artists/ Van Gogh/ use 

crayons & pastels. 

Exploring pulse & 

rhythm. 

Dance. Good to be me; Nutrition & 

Healthy Eating/ Are we 

the same? 

 Collage - use range of 

recycled materials. 

Exploring sounds. Send & return unit 1. Lucinda & Godfrey - 

relationships - exploring 

friendship & trust. 

Textiles. Exploring sounds: timbre, 

tempo, dynamics; Holst - 

Multi-skills & athletics. SMSC + FBV; Changes; Sun 

safety, stranger danger, 
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“The Planets.” road safety. 

Y2 Lowry art/ line drawings/ 

street scenes. 

Ourselves - Our body, 

Our school. 

Agility, balance, control. New Beginnings. See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Maths 

Positive & negative 

printing, tearing & 

printing, layering & 

overlapping colours when 

printing. 

Weather. Gymnastics - Unit 2. Getting on & falling out. 

It’s Cool to be Kind. 

 Primary + secondary 

colours; thick + thin 

brushes; landscape 

colours. 

Our land, travel. Attack, defend, shoot. Fair Trade tea & coffee; 

Going for Goals; Rules are 

important. 

Works of famous 

artists/ Van Gogh/ use 

crayons & pastels. 

Exploring pulse & 

rhythm. 

Gymnastics. Good to be me; Nutrition & 

Healthy Eating/ Are we 

the same? 

 Collage - use range of 

recycled materials. 

Pitch and beat. Send & return unit 2. Lucinda & Godfrey - 

relationships - hygiene 

[The smell monster]. 

Weaving. Exploring sounds: timbre, 

tempo, dynamics; Holst - 

“The Planets.” 

Multi-skills & athletics. SMSC + FBV; Changes; Sun 

safety, stranger danger, 

road safety. Citizenship. 

Y3 Drawing. Perform/ listen to/ 

review traditional British 

music. 

Dance. New Beginnings/ British 

Values. 

See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Maths 

Using different media to 

make a mosaic. 

Exploring rhythms. Gymnastics Unit 1 & 2. Going for Goals. 

  Exploring sounds/ 

structure of music. 

Gymnastics + Multi-skills. Getting On & Falling Out. 

 Exploring pitch. Multi-skills & Invasion 

Games. 

It’s good to be me. 

 Compare work of 

different artists; 

explore work from other 

cultures. 

Structure in music. Invasion games/ 

striking/ fielding. 

Fair Trade/ Relationships. 
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Mayan art/ Art from 

other cultures. 

Performing end of year 

concert. 

Athletics. Changes/ Moving On. 

Y4 Drawing. Whole class drum lesson 

- all year. 

Dance. New Beginnings/ British 

Values. 

See Curriculum 

Entitlement 

See Maths 

Using different media to 

make a mosaic. 

Gymnastics Unit 1 & 2. Going for Goals. 

  Gymnastics. Getting On & Falling Out. 

 Ball skills. It’s good to be me. 

 Compare work of 

different artists; 

explore work from other 

cultures. 

Ball skills/ Golf. Fair Trade/ Relationships. 

Mayan art/ Art from 

other cultures. 

Athletics. Change/ moving On [yo 

Middle School]. 

All classes will work on a Community based project as part of PSHE & C 

 

EYFS 

 All about me and Where I Live 

 Celebrations 

 Journeys to other lands 

 Traditional Tales and the Easter Story 

 People who help us 

 Who do you think you are? 

 

 Changes  

 Night and Day 

 [Alice in Wonderland] Winter 

Wonderland and Chinese New Year 

 Water World 

 Down on the Farm [Take One Picture - 

“Tobias and the Angel.”] 

 Fun in the SUN 

2014 - 2015 

 My World 

 World of Colour 

 The Wild World + Chinese New Year 

 World of Dinosaurs 

 World of Change 

 World of Books 

2015 - 2016 

 Autumn 

 Celebrations - Diwali, Christmas 

 Winter 

 Mini-beasts 

 People who help us 

 Seaside/ Fun in the Sun 

2016 - 2017 

 All about me & Where I live 

 Animals & Pets 

 All around the world 

 The Royal Family/ Easter 

 In the garden/ Growth 

 The Seaside 

 

2017 - 2018 

 Julia Donaldson 

 Magic 

 Space 

 Animals/ The Farm  

 People who help us 

 The Rainforest  
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EYFS: [N + R] 

Autumn/ Where I live. 

Night & Day + Nocturnal animals. 

All around the World. 

Our Senses. 

In the garden. 

Seaside.  

EYFS + KS1: [R+Y1] 

All about me. 

Nocturnal animals & Pets. 

All around the World & Florence 

Nightingale. 

Atten-tion. 

In the garden. 

Seaside & Grace Darling. 

KS1: [Y1 & Y2] 

All about me. 

Nocturnal animals & Pets. 

All around the World & Florence 

Nightingale. 

Atten-tion. 

In the garden. 

Seaside & Grace Darling. 

KS1/2: [Y2+3] 

Daily Planet. 

Tutankhamun. 

Wonderful World. 

Listen Up! 

Explorers. 

Heroes! 

KS2: [Y3 & Y4] 

News Flash. 

Who’s your mummy? 

Above & below. 

Are you listening? 

Let’s Explore. 

We are the champions! 

 

 


